Monomer basis-set truncation effects in calculations of interaction energies: A model study.
Supermolecular interaction energies are analyzed in terms of the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory and operators defining the inaccuracy of the monomer wave functions. The basis set truncation effects are shown to be of first order in the monomer inaccuracy operators. On the contrary, the usual counterpoise correction schemes are of second order in these operators. Recognition of this difference is used to suggest an approach to corrections for basis-set truncation effects. Also earlier claims--that dimer-centered basis sets may lead to interaction energies free of basis-set superposition effects--are shown to be misleading. According to the present study the basis-set truncation contributions, evaluated by means of the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory with monomer-centered basis sets, provide physically and mathematically justified corrections to supermolecular results for interaction energies.